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Erectile Dysfunction (ED) is a very common, yet often under-diagnosed 
condition, since many patients are reluctant to discuss their symptoms 
with their health-care professional.  Experts estimate that over 50% of 
men above the age of 40 suffer from ED.

Considering treatment?
ED1000 is the only clinically proven treatment option that  
treats the underlying cause of ED and not just the symptoms. 

Why is ED1000 more attractive than other  
ED treatment options?

 Proven clinical results
ED1000 is the most studied and most effective acoustic sound 
wave device for the treatment of ED, with robust clinical trial  
data and 5+ years treating tens of thousands of patients in  
over 30 countries.

 Non-invasive & pain free
Unlike other treatments, ED1000 doesn’t need to be ingested, 
injected or pumped.

 Demonstrated patient benefit 
Whether you have responded to pills or not, ED1000 has been 
proven to be an appropriate and effective treatment option.

 Long term effects
By treating the underlying cause of ED, and not just the 
symptoms, ED1000 provides sustained results following 
treatment.

ED1000TM

A revolutionary, non-invasive  
treatment for men with  

ERECTILE  
DYSFUNCTION
Considering treatment? 
Don’t leave this option unexplored...

Act now to explore this new  
and exciting ED treatment that 

treats the real cause of ED,  
not just the symptoms.

Visit www.ed1000.ca  
to find a clinic near you.

Schedule a no-cost assessment 
with a participating clinic.

FRUSTRATED BY 
ERECTILE 
DYSFUNCTION?
You are not alone.

50%
OF MEN
OVER 40
su�er from ED

www.ed1000.ca
Men’s Health Solutions is the Canadian distributor of the ED1000 device, 
manufactured by Medispec.  With over 25 years of experience and expertise 
in shockwave therapy solutions, Medispec developed the technology that 
allows the ED1000 to focus strictly on the treatment of erectile dysfunction.
Men’s Health Solutions partners with a variety of clinics across Canada to 
bring this revolutionary solution to patients from coast to coast. Our partner 
clinics have received specific training on the use of this technology from the 
manufacturer, Medispec. Please visit www.ed1000.ca for a current list of all 
certified ED1000 treatment locations across Canada.
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Acoustic sound wave technology has been 
used for over 50 years in the �elds of

NEPHROLOGY • PODIATRY
CARDIOLOGY • UROLOGY

New Effectiveness for More Patients
Conventional treatments for ED include medication, hormone replacement 

therapy, vacuum pumps, injections, and implants, which only offer 
temporary solutions and can have extremely harmful side-effects.  
It is common for men to turn to medications, but medications only  

treat the symptoms, while ED1000 solves the problem.

ED1000 presents an easy, safe, and 
painless clinically-proven treatment  
that delivers a full solution to  
vascular-related ED.

It goes without saying, that ED1000 
should be considered before resorting 
to more invasive treatment 
options, including 
injections, pumps 
and surgical 
implants.

ED1000 Therapy
What is it?  ED1000 is the first and only low-intensity acoustic sound 
wave device, proven by many clinical studies, to offer a rapid and  
lasting solution to patients suffering from the symptoms of ED, using 
Erectile Dysfunction Shockwave Therapy (EDSWT). EDSWT has been used 
for over 50 years to treat everything from kidney stones, to joint pain, 
angina, and now erectile dysfunction. It is a safe and natural procedure 
which does not involve the use of pharmaceuticals, mechanical pumps, 
injections or surgical implants.

How does it work?  With EDSWT, the ED1000 focuses low intensity 
acoustic sound waves to the penis to stimulate your body’s natural 
healing mechanisms. This results in rejuvenation of tissues, including 
blood vessels, substantially improving the flow of blood in the treated 
areas.

Who can benefit from ED1000?  Men with documented vascular 
related ED (caused by poor blood flow), are most likely to benefit  
from ED1000 treatment.  These patients represent more than 75%  
of those suffering from symptoms of ED.  This may include patients  
with diabetes, high blood pressure and high cholesterol. Specifically,  
the following groups of patients should be considered for treatment 
with ED1000:
• Patients who do not wish to take oral medication to treat  

their ED symptoms
• Patients who cannot take oral medications because of  

other conditions 
• Patients who cannot tolerate side effects associated  

with oral medications
• Patients who are taking oral medications and getting a good 

response, but who want to reduce their intake of, or reliance  
on, oral medications

• Patients who don’t respond to oral medications

Please visit www.ed1000.ca for these 
and more frequently asked questions.

Where is ED1000 available?    
Visit www.ed1000.ca for a list of clinics near you. Contact the clinic of 
your choice to schedule an assessment, at no cost.  If you are a suitable 
candidate, the clinic will be pleased to set up a treatment schedule for you.

What does a treatment schedule involve?  
Typically, a full treatment schedule involves 
12 visits to your clinic over the course of two 
months. Each treatment lasts approximately  
15-20 minutes. There are alternate and 
abbreviated treatment schedules available 
which may be right for you. All assessments 
and treatments are conducted in a discrete and 
professional manner - we respect your privacy.

What is the difference between ED1000  
and other ED treatment options?    
Not all EDSWT devices are alike.  
ED1000 is the first and only EDSWT 
device to demonstrate proven 
results, and provides clinical data 
from trials on several continents. 
Effectiveness begins partway 
through treatments and can last 
more than two years following  
the conclusion of treatment.

How do I start?    
You already have.   
The majority of 
our patients have 
already done a lot 
of research by 
the time they 
arrive at our 
clinics.

If you are suffering  
from ED, there is hope...
Many men live with ED and don’t seek 
help. You are taking the first step with 
this brochure.

ED1000TM

Erectile Dysfunction Shockwave Therapy

15-20
minutes


